
HELLO ALL

However, it's worth mentioning that many people think everybody is a little more casual (more informal) than everyone.
Also, everybody is used.

Keep it simple, no more than a couple sentences. My advice: Use "Hi Everyone" when being less formal. Am
I the only one here who can't help but wonder if the original poster's ethnicity has some part to play in the
advice she was given? Sending a document? I'd like to add that, in addition to the archaic "ye" or "ge," English
American English, at least has several such pronouns none of which are accepted as "standard," of course
including "yous guys," and the Western Pennsylvanian "yinns" or "yunns. Janet1 Apr Hi Ben, you certainly
mean 'grammar'? So, you have to tell your reader who you are. The classics. Use "Dear" when being more
formal, although I think dear is rare in email, which is informal by nature. Close the Email Always finish your
emails with one of the following sign-offs, followed by your name. If I were a non-native speaker of English, I
should like to say that I would avoid using expressions like "hi all" altogether because the langauge ideologies
attached to them are too subtle for anyone but a native speaker of English who has had a great deal of
exposure to the English of the internet. Overseeing the quality of the refreshments provided by
WorldTakeOver The above paragraph gives details about the conference and what the company wants James
to do. Despite the fact that half of my audience is in the South, I don't use You All. For example, traditional
letter-writing conventions do not generally account for the possibility of multiple recipients. Get straight to the
point with a clear sentence explaining what you want. Basically, the result was that expressions such as "hi
all" comprised a speech or literary? Rating Actually the southern accent would be "Hi you all" generally
spoken and written as "hi y'all. This idea always appealed to me, although I can't say from experience whether
it's a real distinction that is drawn in those dialects. How do you do it? The idea being that 'you all' was a way
of expressing the plural you that doesn't exist per se in English. Ask him or her if they are offended by the way
you address the group. To address the main topic though, I do not think that "hi all" is at all related to "y'all.
Are you making a request? You could try talking to one of the people you usually address as part of the "All"
and is high on the chain of command. I've been told that it originates from the distinction drawn in many
languages e. I suppose that a rogue, singular "y'all" may exist somewhere in the south, but is far from
mainstream. Sometimes people might also just put Hi or All separately as the staring address. It was,
historiolinguistically, a fascinating moment in which the clear division between speech and writing became
irrevocably ambiguous. Email greetings to groups When writing to groups of people, think about your
relationship to the group. Providing information?


